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ABSTRACT

As the novel coronavirus has disturbed our way of life, it has also been weaponized in new ways by an established and expanding set of adversaries. Domestic extremists have proved resilient, energized, enterprising, and opportunistic amidst this crisis environment. Capitalizing on conspiracy theories and adapting to public closures, United States-based racially and ethnically motivated extremists and anti-government accelerationists have identified a new range of targets against which to direct their animus and potential violence: Asian Americans, medical facilities, and 5G infrastructure. Protecting these new targets provides an enormous challenge for law enforcement agencies, which, while contending with a reduced and sometimes virtual workforce, must uphold social distancing orders, reaffirm public confidence in government capabilities, and prepare for and protect against non-public health related threats.
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Far-right and anti-government extremists in the United States have capitalized on fear arising from the COVID-19 pandemic by means of a familiar tool: conspiracy theories. First, there is the widespread belief that this coronavirus outbreak is a hoax, purportedly designed to enable perceived government infringements on civil liberties, including by passing anti-gun measures while the public is distracted by the virus and by deploying mass surveillance tools. Since April 2020, supporters of such theories have turned out in waves of protests from Michigan to Arizona, demanding that the government ease social distancing guidelines. Second, repurposed anti-Semitic theories have linked the pandemic to a Zionist effort at global domination, the latest manifestation of an age-old trope. Third, extremist actors have focused on the apparent role of 5G cell towers in spreading the virus, notably claiming that radiation from the towers may be causing illness. Finally, other theorists, debating the origins of the virus, question whether COVID-19 may have been a bioweapon deliberately released by the Chinese government to further its quest for global hegemony. Disturbingly, such dubious and unfounded claims have gained greater readership and legitimacy due to a newly isolated and

ternet-dependent workforce. As extremism researcher Annie Kelly noted in the New York Times, “As we retreat to online enclaves and obsessively check the news, our vision of reality is bound to become distorted.” With their simplistic and inculpating “us versus them” narratives, extremist-backed conspiracies are misinforming, radicalizing, and affecting the focus of terrorist attacks.

New patterns of daily life have also contributed to changing terrorist targeting. Simply put, COVID-19 has rendered mass-atrocity attacks against traditional targets futile. Sports games have been suspended, Broadway theaters closed, concerts postponed, and museums, monuments, and other tourist destinations shuttered. Typically busy streets are deserted, and mass transit is severely limited, problematized by travel restrictions and closed borders (on April 11, TSA saw 96 percent fewer passengers than the same day last year). States and localities have imposed “shelter-in-place” orders and curfews, allowing law enforcement to effectuate these measures. For example, a March 16 New York City Police Department memo authorized officers to charge disobedient individuals with disorderly conduct, or more serious crimes, should they interfere with police. Those very recommendations issued to deal with coronavirus (i.e. social distancing) deny terrorists an operating environment
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for preoperational surveillance and traditional targeting. Additionally, with flights cancelled and arrivals subject to close screening, it is dubious that global transportation infrastructure and systems will serve as a target of or vehicle for terrorism. Indeed, when elevating far-right terrorism to a “national security priority” before the House Judiciary Committee in February, FBI Director Christopher Wray noted that the greatest threat posed by lone actors is their targeting of “everyday people living their everyday lives [...] so that is a restaurant, a mall, a school, a nightclub.” Without “everyday people living their everyday lives,” the specific threat of terrorists striking heavily populated locales is greatly diminished.

Struggling to find targets with large numbers of co-located people, extremists will instead likely target minority communities and newly symbolic locations. In March, John Demers, U.S. assistant attorney general for national security, asked rhetorically: “Obviously a lot of public places are less crowded, but others, like hospitals, are more crowded. Are they going to see these windows of opportunity to take advantage of?” As a series of thwarted plots have since shown, the answer is a resounding yes. As early as February, the Department of Homeland Security’s Federal Protective Service (FPS) warned of white supremacist attacks against law enforcement officers and minority communities. According to an intelligence brief from the week of February 17, white supremacists on the messaging app Telegram discussed weaponizing coronavirus and spending time in “non-white neighborhoods” with “enemies.” On April 1, the National Counterterrorism Center similarly warned that “public safety personnel, hospitals and establishments, such as supermarkets and pharmacies, serve the largest number of co-located individuals, making them potentially attractive targets.”

More recently, on April 23, a Department of Homeland Security (DHS) bulletin memo suggested, “As the COVID-19 threat expands throughout the United States, the violent ex-
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remist threat will also continue to evolve, potentially increasing in frequency and severity.\textsuperscript{16}

THE PANDEMIC AND ITS IMPACT ON TERRORIST TARGETING

Taken together, conspiracy theories and closures of highly-trafficked and pedestrianized locales portend a pivot to three new classes of target: Asian Americans, medical facilities, and 5G infrastructure. Following COVID-19’s initial emergence in China, racially and ethnically motivated violent extremists (REMVE) have turned their focus towards a new ethnic enemy: Asian Americans. While Jews, Muslims, Latinos, and African Americans usually bear the brunt of race-based hate crimes in the United States (attacks which have by no means diminished), the Chinese origin of the virus has precipitated increased attacks on Asian Americans, which at one point soared to 100 incidents per day.\textsuperscript{17} For example, on April 12, the white supremacist group Patriot Front posted propaganda around Seattle’s International District targeting Asian American and Pacific Islander businesses.\textsuperscript{18} On April 4, a group of youths in New Jersey berated an Asian woman with racial slurs before punching her in the head, and on April 3, a Chinese restaurant owner received death threats from two phone numbers.\textsuperscript{19} The targeting of Asian Americans has not been helped by the current U.S. administration’s early insistence on calling the ill-


ness the “Chinese virus,” despite desperate calls from experts that such framing would lead to growing xenophobia and violence.\(^{20}\)

Since the declaration of a national emergency, there have also been four known attempted attacks by individuals espousing far-right ideologies against medical facilities or care homes countrywide. On March 25, 36-year-old Timothy Wilson was shot by law enforcement after attempting to detonate a vehicle-borne improvised explosive at a medical facility in Kansas.\(^{21}\) Wilson, the subject of a months-long investigation by law enforcement, was motivated by religious, racial, and anti-government beliefs, the FBI said in a statement.\(^{22}\) According to an online investigation by hate and extremism researcher Nick Martin, Wilson’s Telegram profile, under the pseudonym “Werwolfe 84,” included references to the National Socialist Movement (NSM), Völkisch Division, and Pacific Northwest group, The Order (all three organizations call for violence against black people, the LGBTQ+ community, Jews, and other minority groups).\(^{23}\) In addition to participation in the online extremist milieu, Wilson was a sworn-in member of NSM.\(^{24}\)

Wilson’s decision to target the hospital most clearly demonstrates the operational shift invoked by an already radicalized individual as a result of conspiracies and current closures. The FBI concluded that “Wilson may have also believed the additional stress on society posed by the COVID-19 pandemic provided unique opportunities to exploit.”\(^{25}\) Although he had contemplated tar-
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targeting a school with a large population of black students, a synagogue, a nuclear plant, Walmart, and a mosque months beforehand, Wilson deviated from these plans, selecting a hospital treating virus victims in “an attempt to cause severe harm and mass casualties.” While coronavirus conditions infected his logic vis-à-vis the target, conspiracy theories lit the final fuse, moving up his attack date from April or May to March. Echoing many of the Internet’s anti-Semitic tropes, Wilson suggested on Telegram that the virus was engineered by Jews as a “power grab,” contending that “Jews have been playing the long game we are the only ones standing in their way.” Although Wilson’s planned attack was the earliest known terrorist plot directed at a medical installation in the United States since the outbreak of COVID-19, Wilson was not alone in his targeting calculus.

On April 1, Eduardo Moreno, a train engineer at the Port of Los Angeles, was arrested for trying to crash a train into the USNS Mercy, an oil tanker repurposed into a 1,000 bed hospital ship, which was sent to alleviate the burden placed on overwhelmed hospitals. Moreno ran the train off the end of tracks and crashed through a series of barriers before coming to rest more than 250 yards from the naval ship. Upon his arrest, Moreno told officers he was suspicious of the Mercy and believed it had an alternate purpose related to COVID-19 or a government takeover.

Two weeks later, on April 15, a protest—which was organized by two right-wing groups in response to Michigan’s closure and may have blocked access to Sparrow Hospital—attracted a group of Proud Boys, an extreme, right-wing group.


28 Martin, “Heartland Teror.”

gang. Local radio reporting on the protest also interviewed a man who identified himself as “Phil Odinson,” whose true identity, according to news reporting, is Phil Robinson, a “prime mover in a group called the Michigan Liberty Militia, whose Facebook page features pictures of firearms, warnings of civil war, celebrations of Norse paganism, and memes ultimately sourced from white nationalist groups like Patriot Front.” The group allegedly blocked the entrance to the local hospital, though it remains unclear whether the denial of access was pre-planned or an unintended consequence of the city-wide gridlock. Meanwhile, that same day, Massachusetts police arrested resident John Michael Rathbun for attempting to blow up a Jewish assisted living residence with a five gallon homemade incendiary device on April 2. Similar Jewish palliative care and memory support residences exist nationwide and are all soft targets. According to a Department of Justice press release, Rathbun’s target, Ruth’s House, is within one square mile of several other Jewish facilities, including three Jewish temples, a Jewish private school, and a Jewish Community Center. Recent reporting also suggests hospitals may be under increased risk of cyber attacks, although the existence of political motives undergirding such attacks remains unclear. Finally, while some extremists have blamed ethnic groups for spreading the virus, others focus on the apparent role of emerging technology infrastructure, with advocates claiming the specific 5G frequency spectrum facilitates transmission of the virus. False narratives about the relationship between COVID-19 and the rollout of new 5G communication networks are mushro-
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ming on social media, with many alleging that the electromagnetic frequencies generated by 5G towers are sucking oxygen from the air and living organisms; the respiratory distress COVID-19 patients incur is believed to be the result of 5G radiation beams intentionally fired at segments of the population.\textsuperscript{36} Social media companies were slow to respond to such allegations, with Facebook acknowledging as late as April that it was “starting to remove false claims which link COVID-19 to 5G technology and could lead to physical harm.”\textsuperscript{37}

Conspiracy theories linking 5G to health risks are not new; websites such as InfoWars and Russian state broadcaster RT have circulated such content since 2016.\textsuperscript{38} However, under the coronavirus conditions, these 5G conspiracies, peddled by QAnon and other extremists, have inspired a worrying number of attacks in the United States and Europe.\textsuperscript{39} Attacks have increased concurrent with the spread of the virus.\textsuperscript{40} A DHS intelligence report from May stated that “since December 2019, unidentified actors conducted at least five arson incidents targeting cell towers in Memphis, Tenn., that resulted in more than $100,000 in damages.”\textsuperscript{41} Separate DHS field reporting indicates that “14 cell towers in western Tennessee, between February and April, were purposely turned off by way of disabling their electrical breakers.”\textsuperscript{42} Furthermore, ac-


\textsuperscript{40} Kevin Chan, Beatrice Dupuy, and Arijeta Lajka, “Conspiracy Theorists Burn 5G Towers Claiming Link to Virus,” Associated Press, April 21, 2020, https://apnews.com/4ac3679b6f39e8bd2561c1c8eaf835.


\textsuperscript{42} Ibid.
cording to DHS, in April 2020, arsonists set fire to a major cell tower in Portland, Oregon.\textsuperscript{43}

Though there are currently fewer reported attacks on 5G infrastructure in the United States than in Europe, this trend may change.\textsuperscript{44} The shift to more remote work and the value of 5G technology to the broader economy further incentivizes the U.S. to accelerate the deployment of 5G technologies.\textsuperscript{45} Extremists may view continued social distancing measures, combined with the rollout of 5G cell towers, as an opportunity to rally sympathizers and conduct attacks.

**POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**

The recent targeting of Asian Americans, hospitals, and 5G infrastructure has three main implications for the law enforcement and policy communities. First, law enforcement must harden vulnerable targets and prepare for the possibility that perpetrators may mask themselves (literally and figuratively) to gain entry into medical facilities. Security-minded professionals must balance the necessity of the sick to be immediately admitted with threats presented by “Trojan horse” attackers who don medical garb or police uniforms. This

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.


seemingly far-fetched charade is not without precedent. In 2011, white supremacist Anders Breivik, who killed 77 people in twin attacks in Norway, wore a police uniform (black trousers and a pocketed vest with the word “politi” on the right breast) to deceive his victims and first responders. In 2017, ISIL militants dressed in white doctor’s coats entered the Sardar Daud Khan military hospital in Kabul, Afghanistan, slaughtering more than 30 people and injuring an additional 50. More recently, on May 12, 2020, three gunmen disguised as police burst into the maternity ward of another Kabul hospital, killing 24 people, including babies and new mothers, in a methodical shooting spree. Terrorists can also capitalize on mask regulations to hide their identities. In fact, officials said that one of Europe’s most wanted terrorists, Abdel Majed Abdel Bary, and two of his associates, evaded detection before their April 21 arrest by wearing surgical masks.

Relatedly, law enforcement must recognize the heightened value that far-right, anti-government, and accelerationist terrorists might place on dual military-medical installations. These include military hospitals and clinics, which an April inspector general report elucidated can be “vulnerable to incidents of violence, sabotage or terrorism.” Auditors concluded that eight Defense Health Agency facilities had poor security enabling unauthorized personnel to use lost or stolen badges to enter the premises. Fences guarding generators


and fuel storage tanks at some of the facilities were also found to be subpar. Additionally, field hospitals and other medical facilities are now partially manned by a military that has increasingly assumed humanitarian roles. Effective protection and preparedness in the face of this new threat landscape is thus key. Although the May 2018 DHS Soft Target and Crowded Places Security Plan Overview can be a guideline for the public and private sectors, soft targets must be expanded beyond “sports venues, shopping venues, schools, and transportation systems” to include smaller and less conspicuous spots.

Second, the spate of thwarted attacks suggests that the “fame factor” is as powerful a motive as ideology. Wilson had chosen his target precisely because of “the increased [perceived] impact given the media attention on the health sector” arising from the pandemic. An FBI bulletin stated that the case illustrated how white supremacists are “seeking to maximize their audience and the dissemination of their message.” In the same vein, the train engineer, Moreno, told officers that he felt the urgency to carry out an attack because “[t]he whole world is watching.” Indeed, repeated studies have shown that terrorists crave acknowledgement, credit, and commendation, as illustrated by the frequent practice of publishing detailed manifestos, streaming live feeds, and claiming responsibility on social media or otherwise. A recent FBI study of lone-offender attackers found that 96 percent of subjects “produced
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writing or video intended to be viewed by others.”

As terrorism expert Louise Richardson wrote in *What Terrorists Want*, “There is no greater affront to terrorists than to be ignored.”

The death toll from any likely terrorist attack will be dwarfed by that from coronavirus, which as of this writing, stands at approximately 103,000 deaths domestically. But the death toll comes with a thin silver-lining. When the physical and psychological effects induced are paltry in comparison to the more pressing public health and economic concerns of the day, terrorism proves futile. Intimidating or coercing a civilian population; influencing the policy of government; or affecting the conduct of a government—the trifecta of terrorist end games (as defined by 18 USC 2331)—will not pay off in the midst of a national emergency. For this calculus to remain true, both the media and elected officials must avoid the sort of hyperbole, fear-mongering, and sensationalized stories over terrorist threats and plots that galvanize would-be attackers.

Third, the government, public, and law enforcement agencies must find ways of better countering and removing online conspiracy theories and misinformation. Theories scapegoating Asian and Jewish Americans endanger segments of the U.S. population, while those professing health implications caused by 5G imperil engineers and key American communications infrastructure. Conspiracies claiming the pandemic to be a hoax, meanwhile, undermine our national response, putting frontline workers, including law enforcement, and health care professionals, as well as elected officials trying to implement beneficial policies, at risk of infection. The free reign of misinformation on social media platforms has damaged American democracy in the past, and

---


better policies to address the threat are long overdue.\textsuperscript{63} Crucially, effective strategies for combatting misinformation are both a tool in the fight against terrorism and in great power competition, as reports indicate foreign adversaries are playing an active role in propagating disinformation related to the virus.\textsuperscript{64}

**MOVING TARGETS: KEEPING FOCUSED ON THE BULLSEYE**

Regardless of whether today’s terror targets are the targets of the “post-corona tomorrow,” the transition period will be fraught with security challenges. If policymakers hope to flatten the curve of domestic terrorism, they must anticipate how and when social distancing measures will be relaxed. Terrorists will no doubt seek to take advantage of the popular longing for in-person entertainment, sports, and celebration by acting out and stoking fear. President Trump has outlined a roadmap for reopening over the next several weeks and months, suggesting that “we are starting the rejuvenation of our economy again.”\textsuperscript{65} Already, states across the country have begun re-opening retail stores, theaters, restaurants, gyms, and other non-essential businesses, repopulating the types of locales often favored by domestic terrorists seeking high death tolls.\textsuperscript{66}

As more of America re-opens this summer, the rush to resume public life may coincide with emblematic holidays like Independence Day and Labor Day. This simultaneity could prove especially toxic. Anti-government extremists, with momentum and support engendered by coronavirus conspiracy theories, might capitalize on a target-rich environment (with revelers out to celebrate) combined with the symbolism of a patriotic holiday; Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel acted upon this logic when he drove a truck into Nice’s Promenade


des Anglais on Bastille Day, France’s national day, in July 2016. An attack early in the reopening timeline would no doubt make headlines, amplifying angst and agitation over leaving quarantine and resuming quotidian affairs. This nightmare scenario played out on a small scale in mid-May, when an incel-inspired extremist opened fire at the newly reopened Westgate Entertainment District in Glendale, Arizona, wounding three but killing none. The attacker had targeted couples and hoped to kill 10 victims; fortunately, his gun jammed, and he surrendered to authorities.

In the age of the coronavirus, law enforcement and intelligence agencies will be asked to strike a balance between new and old threats. On the one hand, attacks against hospitals, 5G infrastructure, and Asian Americans—not to mention certain extremists’ plans to exploit the virus in sparking what some call a “boogaloo” civil war against the government and minorities—suggest the new set of targets should be of paramount concern, perhaps beyond the end of the immediate crisis; on the other, attacks like a recent Ramadan firebombing at a Missouri mosque and continued, virulent anti-Semitism suggest the traditional targets remain in the crosshairs. Domestic extremists have used the coronavirus to radicalize and redirect their focus; counterterrorism should therefore remain an important concern during and while recovering from the coronavirus crisis.
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